Fishing and Farming

1... Between the UK Government and the EU put simply it’s a dog’s dinner. Full representation by Scottish Ministers in these matters must be the sensible way forward. Full control of decision making must go to Holyrood.

We cannot have fishermen risking their lives in order to throw fish away this policy benefits nobody and costs fishermen twice, it’s stupid.

Farming subsidies and the distribution of them must fall under the control of Holyrood, not to do so is just plain daft.

All agricultural matters should be within the control of the home Government (Holyrood).

The whole idea of other parties hundreds or even thousands of miles away taking decisions on matters in areas where they have no local knowledge is totally a nonsense.

Trading with others is good, creating systems which benefit all is good, waste is an abomination, as is unfair advantage.

The EU talks OF the benefits to the collective, that’s good, but they need TO talk to the actual collective. If not, refer to sentence 1...
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